School Dress Information 2019-20
Uniform
The school has a standardised uniform comprising of:



Dark green V-necked top (jumper\sweatshirt with school name) compulsory for all
students and must be worn in school.
School tie:
















Y7 clip on tie blue with green stripe
Y8 clip on tie green with red stripe
Y9 clip on tie green with white stripe
Y10 clip on tie green with gold stripe
Y11 clip on tie purple with green stripe

Dark green skirt * which must be on the knee. Skirts should be worn with black tights or
black or white ankle socks. (*This item can be ordered from school - not available from
Trutex.)
Black tailored trousers- not low-waisted or skin-tight leggings or jeans.
White shirt or blouse – not fitted – must tuck in to skirt/ trousers.
Plain black shoes (without a logo or large buckles)
Plain black belt with plain buckle if required.
Boots should not be worn in school. A separate pair of trainers is needed for PE.
Socks should be white, black or grey.
Dark green or black headscarf/Patka if required. These should be plain with no logos.
No coats/ outdoor clothing to be worn inside school.

Uniform can be ordered directly through school or through our supplier Trutex.

Jewellery and Make up






Facial jewellery, including tongue and nose studs is not allowed. Students who choose
to get a new piercing should only do so at the start of the summer holiday to allow them
to be removed upon return to school.
A watch and one pair of small stud earrings may be worn.
A single bracelet or pendant of religious significance may be worn under clothing.
Other items of jewellery will be confiscated by staff. These items will be available for
collection by an adult.
Make up, hair styles/colour and accessories must be discrete e.g. no bandanas. Hair
bands should be simple narrow bands without further decoration e.g. no flowers.
Students are not allowed unacceptable hair colouring. Nail extensions,
gel/acrylics/extensions and nail polish are not allowed.

PE Kit



There is a regulation P.E. kit that can be purchased through school. All P.E. kit must be
named.
All students must bring their kit and get changed for PE even if they are not participating
in the lesson.

Students who do not bring PE kit to school will be expected to wear school PE kit provided
by the PE Department.

Response to students who do not follow the school dress code
It is expected that parent/carers will support the school in upholding the standardised
uniform by purchasing clothing that conforms to the uniform required. If students are noticed
in the wrong uniform, they will be expected to wear our spare uniform if available. Those
arriving in the wrong shoes will be expected to wear a pair of our plimsolls. If students
refuse to wear the uniform or plimsolls provided, they may be escorted to lessons, but will
always be isolated at break and lunch until they have the correct uniform. A girl wearing a
skirt that we consider to be too short will be asked to wear trousers to school.
Where students are seen in school with facial piercings in and refuse to remove them they
will work in isolation/ supervised lesson time until they remove the piercing. They may be
escorted to some lessons but will always be isolated during social time in the school day.
Students who come to school with unacceptable hair colouring, nail extensions or nail gels
will be given a date to have these issues resolved by. During this period, they will be isolated
during social time in the school day.
Infringements of the uniform policy need to be resolved to the school’s satisfaction and a
date will be given to students to resolve the issue by. During this time, students will be
isolated at social times and escorted to lessons. If the issue is still not resolved to our
satisfaction by the date agreed with the student, he/she may be educated by an alternative
provider until he/she is prepared to meet our uniform expectations.

